Homework 1

Figure 1

This picture was taken in the one of the lab in the basement of the Siebel Center. The Lan cable and the electrical plug in the basement is located near to the ceiling. It seems like there is no one who will use that due to its placement.
This picture was taken inside the elevator in the Siebel Center. By measuring the time from LL to 4th floor, there is no sufficient time to plug in any electrical appliances while in the elevator.
Even though I tried to find the location of the classroom of CS465, it didn’t show up in the screen. Although it is designed for intuitive usage, if it is not working properly, then it is not using for intuitive usage.
This picture was taken from the 3rd floor of the Siebel Center. Inside the window area, it is a research lab where I thought would there be research assistants willing to work in the area where anyone can see them through the window? Although the architectural design seems fancy, but I don’t think the research assistant want to work in the area where anyone can see them through the window.
The gray colored object near to the light is something that I wasn’t sure about the purpose. Also due to this object, some of the light is blocked. Thus, in this area, compared to other areas with different lighting position, was dimmer.
Figure 6

This picture was taken in the corner of the Siebel Center near to the Urbana side. For me, it might be useful if the water fountain is located near to the center of the building, but in Siebel Center, most of the water fountains are located in the corner of the building.
The power plug is near to the door and the elevator. I don’t see the point of having the power plug in this area where mostly nobody will be used for their laptop or other electrical appliances.
This picture was taken from the center stair from the second floor of the Siebel Center. By looking at the top, I don’t see the point of having the glass covered. Plus, if you see it closely, there is a power plug, where it is very difficult to reach to plug electrical appliances.
This screen is located near to the main big screen in the 1st floor near to the café. If there is a big screen that is displaying all the time in the Siebel Center, why should be there another screen that is not using most of the time? Maybe placing this screen into other location might be more useful and for intuitive usage in the Siebel Center.
This picture was taken from the 1st floor near to the main entrance. I’m not sure what this object is for and the usage for it.